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DREMEL OFFERS MOM A GIFT WITH STAYING POWER
Trade Flowers that Fade for Long-Lasting Personal Gifts this Mother's Day
MOUNT PROSPECT, Ill., April 5, 2006 — Mother's Day is one of the most celebrated holidays
in the United States. It honors one of the most beloved figures in our society – Mom. But finding the
perfect gift that says "Thank You," isn't always easy. This year, break the mold of traditional Mother’s
Day gifts such as flowers and candy and give Mom a personal gift that speaks to her creative side — a
tool from Dremel.
"Dremel rotary tools make gift giving easy," said Andrea Ash, director of marketing
communications, Dremel. "Whether using a Dremel to personalize a gift for Mom or giving a Dremel to
the crafty or handy Mom, family members can give Mom a gift that keeps on giving and will hold
meaning in her heart forever."
Creating Memories
Want Mom to remember exactly when and where she received your gift? Make it memorable by
personalizing it with her name, the date or an engraved message. The new Dremel Stylus™ is ideal for
making one-of-a-kind memories. The accuracy and precision control of the Stylus allow you to easily
personalize any gift. From intricately etched glass flower vases to personalized sterling silver picture
frames, Mom will instantly light up when she sees your message engraved on it. Using the Stylus with a
#83322 silicon carbide grinding stone, carefully trace an image, date or name onto the gift. Keep the
Stylus at a maximum speed of 25,000 rpm, let the tool do the work as you focus on the design.

- more -
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Making Mosaics
If your Mom has your family's precious memories stored in her digital camera, there's no better
last-minute gift than printing the photos and gifting them in a beautiful hand-made picture frame. Dremel
can help you create a colorful mosaic that will add a bit of sparkle to an ordinary frame.
Start by choosing a flat paneled picture frame and multi-colored glass tiles, ceramic pieces or
mosaic marbles. Carefully break the glass and tiles with tile nippers, remembering to wear safety goggles
when working. After breaking your tiles into small pieces, glue them to the frame with the new Dremel
Glue Gun (try to glue the pieces as flat as possible to make grouting easier). The Dremel Glue Gun
makes DIY and crafting projects easy with its anti-drip tip and its convenient extended trigger with room
for three-finger control. Its broad base and one-touch kickstand will offer the optimal stability needed
when working with tiny glass mosaic pieces.
Wearing gloves, spread mosaic grout (available at local craft and art stores) over the picture
frame and into the gaps with your fingers, following the directions of the grout you chose. As the grout
dries on the surface brush off the excess with an old toothbrush and a damp cloth (finish by following
directions of the grout you used). Allow your mosaic to dry over night in a cool place. Once dry, go over
it with the toothbrush once again and then a soft cloth to remove dust and haze.
Visit the new website at www.dremel.com for more gift ideas and projects to make either with or
for Mom this Mother’s Day.
Remember, when using power tools, parents should work with the tools and let their kids help
with the design and decoration of the project. Protective eyewear is always recommended.
About Dremel
Since inventing the high-speed rotary tool more than 70 years ago, Dremel has become the trusted
name in high-speed rotary tool technology, providing creative solutions for hands-on professionals,
homeowners, craftspeople and artists alike. Dremel’s leadership in design and manufacturing has made it
the top selling rotary tool in the world, a reflection of the company’s commitment to innovation and
quality.
Today, as a wholly owned subsidiary of the Robert Bosch Tool Corporation in Mount Prospect,
Ill., Dremel continues to build upon this legacy with a full line of high-performance rotary tools, benchtop
products, specialty tools, accessories and attachments, delivering the perfect solution for almost any job.
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Regardless of what the task may be, users quickly realize they can depend on Dremel to provide the
satisfaction of a job well done and done well.
For information on Dremel products, project ideas and problem-solving tips, visit us at
www.dremel.com or call Dremel at 1-800-437-3635.
###
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SIDE BAR
Let Dremel Help Make the Perfect Gift for Mom
From the casual crafter and do-it-yourselfer to artisans and master home improvers, Moms will be amazed
with the wide range of projects that they can complete with their new Dremel tool.
The Dremel Stylus
The new Dremel Stylus rotary tool offers unparalleled style and technology. It can be used for nearly
any project around the house and is one Mother's Day gift Mom better be ready to share with the whole
family! The Dremel Stylus includes:
•

The Stylus has a contour-grip design with key gripping surfaces for better control. The tool is
compact and well balanced for superior performance and comfort.

•

Possessing compact size, light weight and 7.2V lithium-ion performance, Stylus holds a charge
up to two years in storage and is rechargeable anytime without memory effects.

•

Dremel's first-ever docking station for a lithium-ion powered tool, provides a charge to the
battery when the Stylus is docked, and easy tool accessibility. When used alone or with the
docking station, the Stylus is always ready for immediate use.

•

The tool has an on/off switch that is located at the front of the tool within reach of the index
finger for simple one-handed operation.

•

The Stylus comes with 25 accessories to help users clean, carve, grind, sand and polish.
Available at: Home Depot, Lowe’s, Wal-Mart, Sears, Target, Amazon, and participating local
hardware stores
Suggested Retail Price: $69.99

The Dremel Glue Gun
The new Dremel Glue Gun offers the same quality and durability you'd expect from Dremel and has more
features than the average glue gun — making it both simple and safe to use. Moms and kids will enjoy
adorning everything from picture frames to crafty home accents.
•

Outfitted with green and red LED lights to indicate when the tool is “heating up” and “ready to
use.”

•

Includes a separate on/off switch at the top, which allows the user to turn off the tool without
unplugging it.

•

Features an anti-drip tip to reduce glue drips and a silicon safety sleeve over the nozzle to prevent
accidental burns.

•

A built-in work light is positioned directly under the glue tip to illuminate the work area and
small project details.

•

For optimal stability, it is equipped with a broad base and a one-touch kickstand.
Available at: Hardware, hobby and craft retailers nationwide.
Suggested Retail Price: $24.99

